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Most spatially selective NMR takes place at length scales in the 100 µm range and above. 
Diffusion NMR, by contrast, is capapble of mapping mean displacements even below the µm 
scale but most diffusion NMR experiments are carried out without spatial resolution. 
Diffusion mapping by MRI is also an old technique but encoding and spatial resolution are 
usually separated both by the implementation in the sequence and by different length scales. 
Some artifacts such as edge enhancement effects or diffusive echo attenuation due to the 
gradients responsible for spatial resolution have also been known for long time [1,2]. 
 
Only more recently, the direct spatial resolution in MRI has been pushed down in all spatial 
directions to length scales well below the diffusion length scale of water which is about 50 
µm in one second. As most of the early experiment in this field were carried out using liquid 
phases with a smaller self-diffusion coefficient [3], the effects were not systematically studied 
except for one paper describing the realization of DESIRE [4] in such a setup. With great 
advances in the technology for miniaturized MRI [5], subcellular MRI becomes now more 
and more accessible for a larger community of researchers. 
 
With this comes also a need for a systematic understanding of the interplay of spatially 
slective excitation techniques and diffusion phenomena at these length scales. Based on a 
series of experiments in a constant gradient magnet [6,7], an exploratory tour of these 
phenomena is given and the needs for theoretical developments in the field is described. 
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